
Try to complete 3 of these a week. Why not challenge yourself 
to try and complete all of these by the end of lockdown?

Take one of Oti Mabuse’s 
online dance classes 

streamed at 11:30am and 
7:30pm on her YouTube 
channel, Facebook and 

Instagram. (11:30= beginner, 
7:30=advanced)

Spell your full name 
using the exercises in 
the fitness alphabet 

(attached)

Choose a fitness 
Instagram influencer 

and complete their live 
workouts 3 times a 

week.

Use exercises you know 
and have seen others 

complete , to design your 
own circuit. Why not get 

the family involved?

Can you use some of these 
challenges and your imagination 

to create a Mini Olympics 
between your family. Create a 
leaderboard to record scores 

from each event.

Complete Tik Tok 
Plank Challenge. 
Why not get your 
family involved?

Complete the Toilet Roll 
Challenge. How many 

keepie ups can you do?

Perform a standing 
long jump. Use a tape 

measure to record how far 
you jumped. Try and beat 

this score. Extension: Add a 
run up

Go on a run. Next 
time can you complete 

the same distance 
faster? Can you run 

further?

Wall sit challenge. Time 
how long you can hold a wall 

sit position for. Try and 
beat this the following day.

Plank Challenge. Time 
how long you can hold 
a plank position. Try 
and beat this time the 

following day.

Complete Max 
Whitlock’s Gymnastics 
inspired workout on BBC 

5 Live.

Wall Toss Test. Stand 2m away 
from a wall. Count how many times 

you can successfully catch the 
tennis ball (or any other ball you 
own) in 30 seconds. Try and beat 

this score the following day.

Create an obstacle 
course in your garden 

using any form of 
equipment. Time how long it 
takes you and your family to 

complete the course.

Sit up/ Press Up Test. 
Count how many sit ups/

press ups you can complete 
in 30 seconds. Try and beat 

this score the following 
day.

Learn a new Yoga 
position. Can you 

hold this for 30 
seconds?


